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GLOBAL S: Pushing productivity further

Configurable messaging lights

Display CMM status while away 
from the CMM

Crash detection and 
data logging

Real-time monitoring for 
metrology environments 
like vibration and 
temperature spikes

Operator approved 
jogbox

Robust and ergonomically 
designed for the user

Speed and stability

The TRICISION beam was designed to improve 
machine stability allowing the machine to run 
up to 860 mm/s and 4300 mm/s2 speed and 
acceleration respectively

Adjustable workstation

Compact, ergonomic and user-friendly 
workstation that adjusts to your height 
*Optional extension available

Automation ready

Ease the integration into automated 
systems with plug-and-play 
hardware and modular supervisor for 
production workflow management

Full accessibility

Access the machine 
from all sides thanks 
to the patented Y-axis 
guideways positioned 
at the same level as 
the granite

Simple operator interface

Execute measurement routines without 
having to access metrology software
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Does the standard software package include simulation?

Does the standard software create measurement routines for entire part families within a single 
program?

Can the software easily create features for non-geometric or irregular surfaces?

Can the software import STEP & IGES files as standard?

Can the software quickly import GD&T data from 2D blueprints?

Can the software prevent measurement routine modification?

Can the software be used on other Hexagon measuring devices such as Arms, Trackers and 
Multisensor vision systems?

Can the system optimize the part program execution based on measurement results?

Buyer’s guide checklist*

*Based on GLOBAL S Chrome and available options.
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Is real time CMM performance data included with your purchase?

Is the system ISO & ASME Y14.5 compliant?

Does the system offer additional workspace lighting?

Is the CMM equipped to use a wide range of tactile and non-contact sensors?

Can your system alert you to environmental events such as crash events, vibrations, humidity  
and temperature spikes?
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Does the system offer protection from dust and perform well in the 15-30° temperature range? 

Does the provider offer advanced machine tool feedback capability options to ensure a more 
stable/higher quality of production?

Can the system support remote diagnostics to limit service calls?

Can your system easily connect to automation integrators?

Does the coordinate measuring machine deliver the following benefits?
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Does the system 3D moving speed and acceleration reach up to 860 mm/s and 4300 mm/s2 
respectively?

Can the CMM allow for faster scanning speeds without compromising accuracy by reducing 
system vibrations that often disrupt measurement results?

Can it scan complex unknown profiles at high speed, even on parts with abrupt directional changes?

Does the system find the most efficient trajectory between measurement points and create the 
probe path accordingly?

Does the system save energy and air supply by automatically powering down when idle?

Does the system allow for full access to the measuring volume from all directions?


